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Introduction/History 
 

This 1965 National Westwood N6422TR is a combo tube guitar amplifier that was 
produced by Valco, a manufacturer of guitars, amplifiers, and other musical instruments based in 
Chicago, IL from the 1930s to 1968. Valco made musical instruments under several different 
brand names, most notably Supro, National, and Airline, and the name National probably 
originated from the founders’ involvement with the National Dobro Company or the National 
String Instrument Corporation before starting Valco. Their combo amplifiers are coveted to this 
day by tonmeisters and collectors of vintage musical equipment due to their use in famous 
classic rock studio recordings; for example, Jimmy Page’s amplifier of choice on Led Zeppelin’s 
“Communication Breakdown” and “Whole Lotta Love” was a Supro Thunderbolt. Nowadays, 
the Valco name has been revived, but their amplifiers are made in an entirely different way than 
in the days of the original company. 
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The input bay then feeds into the 1st Stage Preamp (I will explain the effects units after 
running through the clean signal chain), where the guitar signal feeds into the grid of a 12AX7 
triode. The cathode of all of the 12AX7 triodes, except for one of the reverb driver triodes, is 
connected to ground with an electrolytic capacitor for and resistor for filtering and load, while 
the anodes are all powered by Point C from the power supplies. The guitar signal serves as a 
sensitive voltage control to Power Point C, and the sensitivity of the electronic component that is 
the vacuum tube means the guitar signal is effectively amplified by the Point C voltage out of the 
1st stage preamp.  

 
After a simple high-pass filtering by a 6nF-equivalent pair of capacitors in parallel, the 

signal then passes through the Passive Voltage and Tone Controls. The volume knob comes first, 
and it is simply a 500kOhm audio (logarithmic) potentiometer connected to ground. Following 
that, there is a tone control, which is a linear potentiometer that adds a boost to the mid-to-treble-
range of the guitar signal via RC band-pass filtering. 

 
The dry signal is then mixed into the reverb circuit, which will be explained in detail on 

in the description, and passed into the 2nd Stage Preamp. By now the guitar signal has been 
processed and amplified by the tremolo, reverb, and preamp circuits, and once again it is 
amplified by running through the grid of a 12AX7 triode powered by Point C.  

 
The amplified “wet” (reverberated) signal then moves through one more 1st-order RC 

high-pass filter into the SE-Class A Power Amp. Instead of being fed into the grid of a 12AX7 for 
amplification, the signal now enters the control grid of a 6V6-GT tetrode power tube. The final 
amplified guitar signal is then fed into the output transformer, which sends the processed guitar 
signal out to the speakers. All of this high voltage is required to produce a high enough wattage 
from the matched-load, 8-ohm speaker [Figure 2] set so it can be audible to the human ear. 

 
All of the previous information described a clean signal fed through the amplifier. 

However, this amplifier comes with a spring reverb tank and a built-in tremolo circuit. 
 
 The tremolo circuit simply modulates the bias of the 1st-Stage preamp tube, which is 
another 12AX7 powered yet again by Point C’s voltage from the wall. This amplifier only 
provides a potentiometer that changes the modulation speed; that is, the depth of the tremolo 
remains constant. Apparently there is a toggle footswitch that may have come with this brand of 
amplifer that plugs into the “Foot Switch” input next to the Tremolo knob. When the knob is 
turned to 0 or the foot switch has toggled the tremolo unit off, the switch contacts open up. They 
close when tremolo control are > 0.  
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